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Abstract

Introduction: Individuals with Down syndrome (DS) show enhanced amyloid beta (A𝛽)

deposition in the brain. A new positron emission tomography (PET) index of amy-

loid load (A𝛽L) was recently developed as an alternative to standardized uptake value

ratios (SUVrs) to quantify A𝛽 burden with high sensitivity for detecting and tracking

A𝛽 change.1

Methods:A𝛽Lwas calculated in aDS cohort (N=169,mean age± SD=39.6±8.7 years)

using [C-11]Pittsburgh compound B (PiB) PET imaging. DS-specific PiB templates were

created for A𝛽 carrying capacity (K) and non-specific binding (NS).

Results: The highest values of A𝛽 carrying capacity were found in the striatum and pre-

cuneus. Longitudinal changes in A𝛽L displayed less variability when compared to SUVrs.

Discussion: These results highlight the utility of A𝛽L for characterizing A𝛽 deposition in

DS. Rates of A𝛽 accumulation in DS were found to be similar to that observed in late-

onset Alzheimer’s disease (AD;≈3% to 4% per year), suggesting that AD progression in

DS is of earlier onset but not accelerated.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Amyloid 𝛽 (A𝛽) plaques are a pathological feature of Alzheimer’s

disease (AD) and have been shown to precede symptoms of dementia

by two decades.2 Adults with Down syndrome (DS) are at increased

risk for developing AD compared to the general population, with a

sharp increase in prevalence after 50 years of age.3 An early presence

of brain A𝛽 is evident in DS beginning as early as in adolescence with
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severe cortical prominence by age 40,4,5 which is several decades

earlier than reported in late-onset AD.6 This stems from the triplica-

tion of chromosome 21, containing the gene encoding the production

of the amyloid precursor protein and, the resulting increase in A𝛽

production.7,8 Similar to autosomal dominant AD (ADAD), the mech-

anism for AD pathophysiology in DS is likely more heavily influenced

by A𝛽 overproduction than the failure of A𝛽 clearance mechanisms

postulated for late-onset AD.9,10 Although the biological mechanisms
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underlying the disease differ, the structure of A𝛽 plaques between DS

and late-onset AD are indistinguishable.11,12

Use of positron emission tomography (PET) with A𝛽-targeting radi-

oligands provides an in vivo assay of the spatial extent of A𝛽 deposition

and can monitor A𝛽 progression during the course of AD.13 An early

study using [C-11]Pittsburgh compound B (PiB) PET in non-demented

DS demonstrated the feasibility of conducting scans in this population

and reported elevated PiB retention as early as age 38, with earliest

retention in the striatum.14 This striatum-first pattern ofA𝛽 deposition

was previously observed in presenilin-1 mutation carriers.15 Cross-

sectional PET studies in DS with increased sample sizes revealed that

positivity for A𝛽 was detectable as early as the late 30s, with cortical

A𝛽 deposition showing consistency with the spatial pattern displayed

in late-onset AD.16–27 In addition, a majority of DS individuals who

were A𝛽(+) displayed striatal A𝛽 retention,16,22 highlighting the stria-

tum as a target region for early detection in this population.28 Lon-

gitudinal studies in non-demented DS revealed that participants con-

verting from A𝛽(−) to A𝛽(+) showed A𝛽 signal increases of ≈3% to 4%

per year, with the striatum showing the earliest and most prominent

change.29–31

Understanding the trajectory of A𝛽 accumulation in DS is a criti-

cal step toward characterizing the similarities and differences with the

trajectory in late-onset AD. Accurate assessment for detecting these

subtle changes in A𝛽 burden requires a quantitative metric that is rep-

resentative of the concentration of A𝛽 protein. A common outcome

measure for PET imaging of A𝛽 is the standardized uptake value ratio

(SUVr), calculated as the quotient of the PET-measured signal from

a target region and off-target region (eg, precuneus/cerebellum). For

[C-11]PiB, SUVr has been validated as an accurate proxy for a more

precise metric of distribution volume ratio (DVR).32 Both global and

regional PiB SUVrs have been used to distinguish A𝛽-positivity in pre-

clinical AD,33 and demonstrated to detect increases in A𝛽 signal over

time in DS.29,30 Although SUVr is used routinely to track changes in

A𝛽 burden for longitudinal studies, it can be prone to high variability

during assessment of longitudinal A𝛽 change,34,35 resulting in lower

power to detect biological significance from the data.1

Themetric of amyloid load (A𝛽L) was developed as a global (ie,whole

brain) outcome measure to reduce variability by utilizing template-

based images of A𝛽-specific and non-specific radioligand uptake.1

Proper voxel-basedweighting of these images can then be used to pro-

vide a global estimate ofA𝛽L. Usingmodel inputs of SUVr and canonical

images of indexes for radioligand-specific (K) and non-specific (NS)

binding,36 the A𝛽L index shows reduced longitudinal variability by

measuring only the SUVr signal corresponding to specific A𝛽 binding. A

benefit to thismethod is that it can be fully implemented as a template-

based approach. This allows for PET data processing without the need

for magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) for spatial normalization,37–39

which is advantageous for populations prone to significant motion

artifacts that negatively affect segmentation and registration.

The Alzheimer’s Biomarker Consortium—Down Syndrome (ABC-

DS) is an ongoing study to characterize the natural history of AD-

related biomarkers in individuals with DS. A𝛽 PET scans, using

[C-11]PiB, have been acquired on participants from this study

Highlights

• The amyloid load index was calculated from Pittsburgh

compound B (PiB) positron emission tomography (PET)

images of adults with Down syndrome

• Amyloid load displayed high sensitivity to detect longitu-

dinal changes in amyloid

• The rates of amyloid accumulation inDown syndrome and

late-onset Alzheimer’s disease are similar

RESEARCH INCONTEXT

1. Systematic review: Longitudinal positron emission

tomography (PET) studies in adults with Down syndrome

(DS) have revealed elevated levels of brain amyloid beta

(A𝛽) at younger ages compared to the general population.

The amyloid load index (A𝛽L) serves as a metric for

quantifying and tracking changes in A𝛽 with high sensi-

tivity. However, A𝛽L was evaluated in research studies

of late-onset Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and has not been

characterized in other populations.

2. Interpretation: Our findings in DS confirm the high sen-

sitivity of A𝛽L to detect A𝛽 change reported from the

Alzheimer’sDiseaseNeuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) data.

The longitudinal rates of A𝛽L change between late-onset

ADandDSwere similar, suggesting thatA𝛽L canbea stan-

dardized marker for drawing direct comparisons across

populations.

3. Future directions: Future research should characterize

A𝛽L across differentA𝛽 PET radioligands andpopulations.

A direct comparison between A𝛽L and other standard-

ized methods of quantification (eg, Centiloids) should be

explored to evaluate which metric is most sensitive to

detect A𝛽 change.

and reported in the literature using longitudinal data from legacy

studies.29–31 The overall aim of this work is to assess and compare lon-

gitudinal A𝛽 change using A𝛽L and SUVr in a large DS population. The

algorithm for generating A𝛽L was implemented as a template-based

approach and modified for use in DS through inclusion of striatal A𝛽

in themodel parameters.

2 METHODS

2.1 Participants

The cohort of participants with DS (N = 169; 39.6 ± 8.7 years) was

initially recruited through a project studying the natural history of A𝛽

deposition in DS by the University of Wisconsin-Madison Waisman
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TABLE 1 Down syndrome participant demographics by sex, age,
and cognitive status

N 169

Male 84

Female 85

Age (mean± SD) 39.6± 8.7 years

MCI/AD consensus 15

Center and the University of Pittsburgh Medical Center, and then

expanded to include a subsequent project of ABC-DS, which also

included the University of Cambridge Intellectual and Developmen-

tal Disabilities Research Group and Barrow Neurological Institute.

Participant demographics are included in Table 1. Consent was

obtained during enrollment into the study by the participant or legally

designated caregiver. Trisomy of chromosome 21 was confirmed

using genetic testing. Inclusion criteria included age >25 years and

having receptive language ≥3 years. Exclusion criteria included

having a prior diagnosis of dementia or a psychiatric condition that

impaired cognitive functioning. Of the 169 participants, 68 com-

pleted two cycles of PET imaging and neuropsychological evaluation

(mean ± SD = 2.9 ± 0.7 years apart), 50 completed three cycles

(2.6 ± 0.8 years apart), and 14 completed four cycles (1.7 ± 0.3 years

apart). Thus, 301 PET images were collected in total for this cohort.

During the course of the study, 15 participants were classified having

mild cognitive impairment (MCI)/AD, 134 were considered cognitively

unimpaired, and a consensus on the cognitive status for the remaining

20 has yet to be determined.

2.2 Imaging

T1-weighted MRIs were acquired during each imaging cycle for all

participants. A target dose of 15 mCi of [C-11]PiB was injected intra-

venously, and PET scanning was performed from 50 to 70 minutes

post-injection (four 5-minute frames). Individual PET frames were re-

aligned to correct for motion, summed to generate a static image, and

spatially normalized to the Montreal Neurological Institute 152 space

(MNI152 space) using Statistical Parametric Mapping 12 (SPM12) via

a DS-specific PiB PET template.21 All PET images were cross-checked

with the MRI scans prior to spatial normalization. SUVr images were

generated by voxel intensity normalization to cerebellar gray matter

(formed by combining Automated Anatomical Labeling atlas (AAL)

regions 91-108, smoothing the mask with a 6 mm Gaussian kernel,

and only keeping voxels with values≥0.7). Global PiBwas computed as

the average SUVr from regions of interest (ROIs) defining the anterior

cingulate, frontal cortex, parietal cortex, precuneus, temporal cortex,

and striatum.

2.3 Generation of DS-specific parametric maps for
NS andK

The first step in calculating the A𝛽L is to generate canonical images of

the non-specific binding (NS) and the carrying capacity (K) components

of the [C-11]PiB SUVr image for the DS population. The methods

followed those outlined by Whittington et al. using [F-18]florbetapir

in the ADNI population,36 with the modification to include the striatal

region in the global PiB SUVr measure. Longitudinal rates of global

PiB SUVr change were plotted with respect to the baseline measure,

and the data were then fit by a restricted cubic spline function as

described previously.40 The spline fit was integrated with respect to

time via themodified Euler method, and the resulting A𝛽 growth curve

(Figure 1) was used to represent the change in global PiB SUVr over

the time course of preclinical AD for the population.40 The change in

SUVr with respect to time was then modeled by the logistic growth

function (Equation 1),36

SUVr = NS + K∕
(
1 + e−r(t−T50)

)
, (1)

and the exponential growth rate (r) and time point of half-maximal

SUVr (T50) were estimated from the fit. The logistic growth model was

applied to the SUVr images at the voxel level while keeping values for r

andT50 fixed. Parametricmaps ofNS andKwere generated through lin-

earization of themodel.36 Because the striatum reveals early A𝛽 depo-

sition in DS, this analysis was repeated while considering only striatal

SUVr to observe how striatum-specific values for r and T50 compared

to the global estimates.

2.4 Calculation ofA𝜷L

A𝛽L was determined from each subject’s SUVr image in MNI152 space

utilizing published methods.1 A𝛽L is calculated from the SUVr image,

the population-derived PiB template images of non-specific binding

(NS) and carrying capacity (K), using the functional equation:

SUV ri = nsNSi + A𝛽LKi, (2)

where ns is the coefficient of non-specific binding used to weight the

component of non-specific PiB signal (via the NS image) in the SUVr

image. In its current form, Equation 2 represents an overdetermined

system of linear equations, where A𝛽L and ns can be solved simulta-

neously using the linear least-squares method on the SUVr, NS, and K

matrices. A single A𝛽L and ns are estimated for each subject across all

of the voxels (i) in the images. These parameters can then be used to

generate anSUVrfit image for comparisonwith themeasuredSUVr. The

residual difference between the SUVr and the SUVrfit was calculated

to evaluate howwell the model estimated the SUVr based on the input

parameters.

2.5 Definition ofA𝜷L cutoff for A𝜷(+)

Using sparse k-means clustering with resampling, regional and global

cutoffs for A𝛽(+) were established for PiB SUVr data in a control popu-

lation and applied to DS data.30,33 The A𝛽(+) cutoff for A𝛽L was deter-
mined by performing a linear regression between global PiB SUVr and

A𝛽L. The resulting fit was used to convert the global SUVr cutoff into a

value of A𝛽L.
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F IGURE 1 Longitudinal rate of PiB change relative to baseline global SUVr fit by a restricted cubic spline (left). Integral of the fit representing
AD chronology with respect to global SUVr (right)

2.6 Comparison of longitudinalA𝜷L and SUVr
change

For participantswith longitudinal data (n= 68), the percent change per

year between imaging cycles for A𝛽L was calculated. Similarly, percent

change in global PiB SUVr per year was calculated for all participants

using a DS-specific atlas.21 Mean rates of change were calculated and

compared across A𝛽(−) and A𝛽(+) groups.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Parametric imaging ofNS andK

The fit of the logistic growth model (Equation 1) to population-level

global SUVr yielded fixed global values for r (=0.21 years−1) and T50
(=14.8 years) as shown in Figure 1. When the growth model was

applied to just striatal SUVr, the resulting parameters for r andT50were

identical to the global estimates. With these parameters for r and T50,

the logistic growth model was applied at the voxel level for all partici-

pants, yielding the parametric images forNS and K (Figure 2). The high-

est values for carrying capacity were found in the striatum and pre-

cuneus (2.21 and 2.29 SUVr units, respectively). The image of NS was

consistent with the known non-specific binding of PiB to white matter.

3.2 Quantification ofA𝜷L

A𝛽L showed a positive linear correlation (Pearson’s r = 0.97; P value:

.00001) with global PiB SUVr (Figure 3). There was no observable

dependence of ns (non-specific binding coefficient) on SUVr (Pearson’s

r = −0.01; P value: .86). The quality of fit for SUVrfit was evaluated by

assessing the percentage of voxels in the brain which satisfied |SUVr—

SUVrfit| >0.3, as described previously.1 Across 301 images, the mean

percentage of voxels in the brain exceeding this threshold was 5.8% ±
4.2%, suggesting that the SUVr was well modeled by the algorithm. Of

the poorly modeled voxels, 31.5% ± 6.95% resided in high K regions,

30.0%± 6.48% resided in highNS regions (subcortical/cerebellarwhite

matter), and 38.5% ± 9.20% resided in low K/NS regions (low PiB-

binding regions, cerebrospinal fluid [CSF] spaces). No correlation was

observed between A𝛽L and poorly modeled voxels in high K regions

(Pearson’s r = 0.018; P value: .76). However, a slight negative corre-

lation was observed between A𝛽L and high NS regions (Pearson’s r =
−0.26; P value: .00001) and a slight positive correlation between A𝛽L
and lowK/NS regions (Pearson’s r=0.17;P value: .01).When compared

with age at the time of imaging, A𝛽L showed cross-sectional increases

with age at baseline as well as longitudinal increases over time within

individuals that underwentmultiple cycles of data collection (Figure 4).

3.3 Classification of A𝜷(+) based onA𝜷L

The A𝛽L cutoff for A𝛽(+) determined through the linear regression of

A𝛽L and global PiB SUVr was calculated as 20.0%. Participants were

classified as A𝛽(+) if their A𝛽L exceeded this threshold. 27 participants
were classified as A𝛽(+) at baseline while seven converted to A𝛽(+)
during the study duration compared to 35 at baseline and 15 con-

verting using a previously established regional ROI-based threshold

(Table 2). Of our participants, 25% converted toA𝛽(+) between ages 35
and 49, 47% between ages 50 and 59, and 100% above age 60, which is

consistent with the reported clinical disease conversion rates of 23%,

55%, and 75%-100% in DS for these respective age ranges.41 For the

ROI-based threshold, the striatum was the first region to surpass the

A𝛽(+) threshold for all but one participant.
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F IGURE 2 DS-specific parametric images for carrying capacity (K) and non-specific binding (NS) displayed as orthographic planes with
corresponding gray andwhite matter maps

3.4 Assessment of longitudinal A𝜷 change in DS

Across all cycles of longitudinal data, the distribution of rates of change

for A𝛽L and global SUVr are shown in Figure 5. The mean rate of A𝛽L
change per year (with 95% confidence intervals [Cis]) was 0.60% [0.40,

0.80] in the A𝛽(−) group and 3.32% [2.72, 3.91] in the A𝛽(+) group. The
mean rate of global SUVr change was 1.24% [0.80, 1.68] in the A𝛽(−)
group and 3.23% [2.33, 4.14] in the A𝛽(+) group. These results show

that the longitudinal variability is lower for A𝛽L change compared to

SUVr in the A𝛽(−) group. In addition, A𝛽L shows similar increase to

SUVr in the A𝛽(+) group.

4 DISCUSSION

With earlier age at onset and a higher risk of AD development com-

pared to the general population, DS may serve as a powerful model

to understand disease progression. Because individuals with DS are at

very high risk for developing AD, there is motivation to prepare this

population for involvement in clinical trials aimed at AD prevention,

as in the ongoing Dominantly Inherited Alzheimer Network Trials Unit

(DIAN-TU) project.42

The results presented above illustrate the utility of theA𝛽L index for

tracking A𝛽 burden in theDS population. Given inputs of typicallymea-

sured SUVr and the canonical images of non-specific binding and car-

rying capacity, a global A𝛽L was calculated that shows close agreement

with global PiB SUVr determined from a subset of brain regions. The

canonical images also revealed the precuneus and striatum to have the

highest capacity to carry A𝛽 in the DS brain (2.29 and 2.21 SUVr units,

respectively), consistent with the pattern of A𝛽 deposition observed

in ADAD.15,43 The A𝛽L model has not yet been evaluated in cases of

ADAD, but would be insightful to compare the spread of A𝛽 in forms

of AD influenced by A𝛽 overproduction. A direct comparison of carry-

ing capacities between DS and ADADwith APPmutations may be use-

ful to further classify the extent of A𝛽 deposition in these regions. High

A𝛽 carrying capacities were observed in the parietal cortex (1.81) and

anterior cingulate (1.68), while the frontal (1.35) and temporal cortices

(1.02) hadmoderate carrying capacities.When theA𝛽L indexwas char-

acterized for the Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI)

population, the regions with the highest A𝛽 carrying capacities were

the anterior cingulate and precuneus.36 The parietal cortex also dis-

played high carrying capacities, whereas the striatum, frontal, and tem-

poral cortices displayed moderate carrying capacities.36 Compared to

the ADNI data, our findings reveal that the spatial distribution of A𝛽
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and carrying capacities are very similar betweenDS and late-onset AD,

with the exception of the striatum. This finding further highlights this

region as a potential target of interest in the monitoring of the pres-

ence of early AD pathology in DS.

Estimating the trajectoryofA𝛽 accumulation inDSat thepopulation

level using the logistic growth model yielded an uninhibited growth

rate (r) of 0.21 years−1 and a time point of half-maximal A𝛽 accumula-

tion (T50) of 14.8 years based on the global PiB SUVr images. As derived

from the ADNI dataset, global values of r and T50 were estimated as

0.20 years−1 and 14.9 years, respectively.36 These findings indicate

that even though the underlyingmechanisms driving the production of

A𝛽 and age at onset of PET-detectable deposition may differ, the rates

of A𝛽 accumulation are indistinguishable between these populations.

Furthermore, the findings from the ADNI data revealed no spatial

heterogeneity in r and T50 across brain regions, suggesting that an

estimate of these parameters from a global composite ROI would be

representative of the rate of A𝛽 accumulation in each of the individual

regions.36 Based on these findings, we chose to estimate r and T50
from a global composite ROI in the DS data rather than from each ROI

individually. However, because early striatal A𝛽 accumulation is unique

toDS,we applied the logistic growthmodel to the striatal SUVr fromall

DS participants to evaluatewhether striatal r and T50 differed from the

global estimates. The estimated striatal values of r and T50 were found

to be identical to the global values, indicating that the only difference

observed in the striatum is its higher carrying capacity, which leads

to earlier detection by PET. One limitation to the estimate of the

DS-specific A𝛽 growth curve was that individuals in the late stages of

A𝛽 progression were underrepresented, mainly because participants

were enrolled in the study as non-demented. As a result, there is higher

uncertainty in theupper limit of the growth curvewhenestimated from

the available population data (seen in Figure 1). To account for this, a

sensitivity analysis was performed by varying the value of rwithin two

standard deviations (SD) of the original estimate to encompass differ-

ent limits of global A𝛽 carrying capacity, and then calculating values of

A𝛽L using these new parameters. We found that changing these limits

had minimal influence (<2%) on the value of A𝛽L, and when applied to

the longitudinal data there was no change in variance between base-

line and follow-up scans, affirming that our original estimates of these

parameterswere suitable foruse inDS. In addition, the lowerandupper

limits of the A𝛽 growth curve from our original estimate were similar

to those observed when evaluated in a late-onset AD study using

[C-11]PiB.40

Thisworkhas demonstrated thatA𝛽L canbederived fromstatic PET

images acquired from short scanning periods and can be implemented

as a template-based approach without the need for an anatomical
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TABLE 2 Number of participants converting to A𝛽(+) at each
imaging cycle classified with A𝛽L and SUVrmetrics

Cycle 1 Cycle 2 Cycle 3 Cycle 4

A𝜷(+) Classification n= 169 n= 68 n= 50 n= 14

A𝛽L 27 0 6 1

ROI SUVr 35 6 7 2

For the ROI-based threshold, all but one participant converted to A𝛽(+) in
the striatum first.

MRI, allowing feasibility of use in DS. Compared to conventional SUVr

analysis, A𝛽L results were similar to SUVr when evaluated at the

cross-sectional level but showed lower variability when evaluating

longitudinal change in A𝛽 . However, for the purposes of determining

A𝛽(−) or A𝛽(+) status, our results suggest that A𝛽L is not as sensitive
at classifying A𝛽(+) cases compared to an ROI-based SUVr threshold

in DS. Because the A𝛽L index is derived from all A𝛽-carrying voxels in

the brain, it will have reduced sensitivity for detecting smaller focal

increases in A𝛽 accumulation, such as those seen in the striatum. As

the striatum contains fewer voxels than the cortical regions, the A𝛽L
will be more heavily influenced by the lower intensity cortical voxel

values during the early stages of A𝛽 progression. If the objective is

to identify the earliest evidence of regional A𝛽 accumulation, it may

be more advantageous to focus on striatal SUVr, since this region

was the first to show significant increase for all but one individual

from our DS cohort. It is not fully understood why the striatum is the

first to show elevated PiB binding in DS, but it is speculated that the

signal observed is a result of large amounts of diffuse A𝛽 plaques in this

region.44 However, further histopathological investigation is needed to

better understand this phenomenon. For the outlying case, A𝛽(+) was
reached globally with the highest signal in the precuneus and very low

signal in the striatum that did not increase across longitudinal scans.

Preclinical AD studies have implemented use of a wide variety

of A𝛽 PET radioligands, each with different binding characteristics

and variability in quantification methods, making direct comparisons

between studies challenging. Thus, there is motivation to standardize

themethods of A𝛽 quantification fromPET imaging to allow for amore

practical interpretation of results in the clinical setting. One current

method of standardizing A𝛽 PET quantification is implementation of

the Centiloid scale, in which PET signal (units of SUVr) is linearly scaled

to anchors determined in young controls (∼0 Centiloids) and “typical”

AD patients (∼100 Centiloids).45,46 The Centiloid methodology allows

for a direct comparison between imaging studies regardless of the

radioligand used, since uptake values of every radioligand can be

converted to the same scale. Similar to the Centiloid scale, A𝛽L would

allow for direct comparisons between radioligands because the PET

signal is scaled dependent on the A𝛽 burden relative to the total

theoretical A𝛽 carrying capacity. The total A𝛽 carrying capacity can

be derived for a population using any A𝛽-specific radioligand, thus a

conversion factor between A𝛽L for different PET radioligands would

not be necessary. Because the Centiloid values are derived directly

from SUVr data without any additional processing to remove the

non-specific signal, this method of quantification would suffer from

the same longitudinal variability as observed with SUVr. Compared

to Centiloids, A𝛽L provides the advantage of being a standardized

measure of A𝛽 burden that is less susceptible to non-specific binding

signal in the images, so quantification is indicative of only A𝛽-specific

signal. Studies using multiple A𝛽 PET radioligands will be required to

evaluate the differences in these two outcomemeasures.

5 CONCLUSION

Using a fully template-based approach, A𝛽L has been effectively

modeled in DS from static [C-11]PiB PET scans. Furthermore, this

template-based approach can make image acquisition and analysis in

DSmore feasible. At the cross-sectional level, A𝛽L showed consistency

with SUVr in evaluating global A𝛽 burden. However, given its global

nature, A𝛽L was not as sensitive to classify A𝛽(+) cases compared to

a ROI-based SUVr approach. In the longitudinal analysis, A𝛽L showed

reduced variability between scans compared to SUVr while displaying

high sensitivity to detect A𝛽 change, suggestingA𝛽L as a promising PET

outcomemeasure for A𝛽 analysis.
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